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Recently held a series of intensive Summit AsiaPacific region is indeed a clear indication of the
world's balance of power shift, Mahbubani (Kishore Mahbubani) has rightly pointed out this point.
However, compared to the Yan advocated "benevolence", these summit also from a more fundamental
level, raises some important issues. (As for the "benevolent" was, in relation to China, but also worth
pondering.)
Evolving situation in the region, the surprising thing is that China has plunged into deep trouble.
In the Deng Xiaoping era, along with economic growth, China has always followed a "low profile"
foreign policy. This principle has now been abandoned. However, in a variety of interest groups  from

Guard against the side of ultraright in France

the army to the export industry lobby group  have to influence the situation, Beijing has failed to

Just the beginning of China's medical reform plan

establish a consistent set of regional foreign policy, let alone a global foreign policy. Ministry of

More

Foreign Affairs seems to have no influence.
China claims that, in the region is committed to a comprehensive cooperation with ASEAN
(Asean) to maintain a flexible relationship, but China's relations with neighboring countries to pursue

U.S. policy should not target China for Myanmar

bilateral contacts Shique usually practice. China adheres to claim full sovereignty over the South China

Globalization: the role of the U.S. Navy

Sea, which claims the territory of other countries of conflict, especially in Vietnam and the Philippines.

Clinton: U.S. will return for Burma reform

China a series of collisions at sea fishing, and these collisions is the Communist Party's official tabloid
media background, "Global Times" (Global Times) tough nationalist rhetoric. Despite the small scale of
the conflict, but such a collision, and a deeper level of competition on the seabed energy reserves, it
will only remind the smaller East Asian countries (and both Japan and Korea), and its dependence on
the U.S. national security needs. In some cases, China has prompted them to embrace.
The Obama administration's focus shifted to the AsiaPacific region, China also faces the problem
more complicated. Since Hillary Clinton (Hillary Clinton) called the region the United States last
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year, "resident power", and claimed the South China Sea freedom of navigation in the U.S. national
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interests since this trend began to appear. Obama's recent efforts to promote not including China, Trans
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Pacific Strategic Economic Partnership Agreement (TPP), which convey a clear signal that the U.S.
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intends to strengthen the strategy in East Asia after 1945, based on efforts to expand the economy. In
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the narrow sense of the East Asian region, the United States is difficult to Australia and India to obtain
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Beijing's achievements.
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the United States is much, at least, when that case, can be carried into the United Nations to the African
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Do not parrot
you really think your African brothers and took it back to the United Nations ah? Look at all those
countries to vote against Australia in Australia, Oceania Bolivia Bolivia, Brazil, South America, Brazil,
South America, Central African Republic Central African Republic, Chad, Africa, Chad, Africa Costa Rica
Costa Rica, North America, Dahomey Dahomey (Benin), Africa, Dominican Republic Dominican
Republic, El Salvador El Salvador North America, North America,
Gabon Gabon, Africa, Gambia Gambia, Africa, Guatemala Guatemala, Haiti, North America, Haiti, North
America,
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of" thinking
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Honduras Honduras, North America, Ivory Coast Ivory Coast (Cote d'Ivoire), Japan, Africa, Japan, Asia
Khmer Republic Khmer (Cambodia), the Asian Lesotho Lesotho, Africa, Liberia Liberia, Africa,
Madagascar, Madagascar, Malawi, Africa Malawi, Africa, Malta Malta, Europe, New Zealand New
Zealand Oceania Nicaragua Nicaragua, Niger Niger North America, Africa, Paraguay Paraguay, South

America Philippines) Philippines, Asia, Saudi Arabia Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Asia, South Africa,
Swaziland, Africa, Swaziland, Africa United States United States, North America UpperVolta Upper Volta
(Burkina Faso), African Uruguay Uruguay, Venezuela, South America, Venezuela, South America Zaire
Zaire [Congo (Kinshasa)], Africa.
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of Mauritania Kingdom of Nepal Islamic Republic of Pakistan People's Democratic Republic of Yemen

"Life Economics"

People's Republic of the Congo, the Socialist Republic of Romania, the Republic of Sela Le fossa (modern
translation, "Sierra Leone"), the Democratic Republic of Sudan, Democratic Republic of Somalia Syrian
Arab Republic Yemen Arab Republic, United Republic of Tanzania Republic of Zambia, the Socialist
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French Republic Republic of the Hungarian People's Republic of Guyana Republic of Iceland Republic of
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India Republic of Iran Israel Italy Republic of Ireland Republic of Kenya, Republic of Kuwait Libyan Arab
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Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Austria Republic of Botswana, the Kingdom of Belgium
Kingdom of Bhutan People's Republic of Bulgaria, the Republic of Belarus Republic of Burundi Republic
of Cameroon Federal Republic of Soviet Socialist Republic Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, Canada, Chile

Jamahiriya, Malaysia, Laos, the Kingdom of the Federal People's Republic of Mongolia, Morocco, the
United Mexican States Kingdom of the Netherlands Kingdom of Norway Kingdom of the Federal Republic
of Nigeria, the Republic of Peru Republic of the Polish People's Republic of Portugal, the Republic of
Senegal Republic of Rwanda, the Republic of Singapore Kingdom of Sweden, the Republic of Togo
Republic of Trinidad and Tobago Tunisia Turkey, Republic of Uganda Republic of the Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic Union of Soviet Socialist Republics United Kingdom
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want to use China to contain the Soviet Union. However, due to Taiwan's face, do not want to betray allies
back infamy. Fortunately, our European allies a good understanding and support our work.
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the voting results of 55 votes to 59 votes with 15 abstentions defeat. Remarkable is the traditional ally of
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Face due to Taiwan, the United States, China made another into the United Nations program, which allows
the UN, there are two important issues in China. The proposal earlier than the case of two ati agenda into
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China's rise will inevitably lead to suspicion and fear surrounding countries, with great power would
inevitably lead to economic and political resources in the natural competition and conflict. In this context,
China's diplomacy is facing new difficulties and hardships in the offing. However, due to our foreign
policy is based on the interests of Ddriven, rather than national interest oriented, refused to embrace the
universal values, but also diplomatic problems facing the important reasons.
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groups, as the body of this beast, naturally, only Hupenggouyou.
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China's diplomatic strategy for this decade is basically a failure, never operate the geopolitical strategy of
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diplomacy
in China ten years ago Southeast Asian countries should actively participate in economic, diplomatic and
military cooperation, especially in the Asian financial crisis of 1998, China should be implemented under
the Asian version of the "Marshall Plan" from the political economy closer together in the South China Sea
sovereignty weakened the structure, joint development, political and economic stability in Southeast Asia to
play a greater role, to establish a panChina economic and trade alliance, China and other countries are
achieving winwin situation, China is to achieve maximum benefits.
China's current diplomatic strategy of the lack of geopolitical vision, enemies everywhere, so that this
embarrassing situation today
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liyouweir from Yuxi City, Yunnan Province

In a big country called the centralized socialist, governmentrun propaganda emergence of lowlevel
conflict and foreign policy. First, the emergence of the long tongue big mouth for us the old tradition of
the scholar; two, or a capacity issue one hundred and eleven leaders of their selection and appointment 旳
problem, the problem is not a problem ....
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The rise of China in the Asian region and the impact and effect throughout the world, some
countries have been so uncomfortable, that is, after all countries have been touched to the
original interest. Author calls the "Chinese are caught in deep trouble "are derived, but in fact is
not necessarily so, recently, the South China Sea on the proposal of the Philippines, ASEAN
countries are not responding, India refused to join the USAustralia alliance had already seen a
number of clues, like the American West is back things, whether what it wants is another matter
... the current economic status of China in Asia and the world attention, I can remember a few
years ago, ChinaEU Summit delayed, Premier Wen Jiabao in Europe deliberately bypassed
French tour of the purchase at that time, the EU presidency, said the new passage, economic
sanctions are no longer suitable for today's China, or else the price will rise in Europe 40%. That
being so, a deeper dependence on China's AsiaPacific economy? Therefore, we do not have to
see who glances, change regional foreign policy, only the continuous development and improve
themselves.
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"The Communist Party official tabloid" Global Times "," this position is really accurate!
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From Guangdong Province, Guangzhou City, [I day] of the original Post:

To learn to make friends, have to improve their selfcultivation. Like attracts like, people in
groups, as the body of this beast, naturally, only Hupenggouyou.

From Canada [thinktwicegood] of the original Post:

Typical "party system", U.S. support of authoritarian countries like China more than go, look at
the history of the Middle East and Latin American history, the Chinese government recognition of
human rights is imperfect, but always in progress, the U.S. government here in Guantanamo abuse,
(Obama vowed to close the front of the stage immediately and investigation revealed no shadow
now), there has advocated human rights over sovereignty, the United States to the world output of
human rights than a lot of bombs and munitions had! !

China is so good, why do so many people to flee China, and with the mouth patriotic?
What these people have been fleeing to China to eat foreign social security it? Or building blocks
for the decadent capitalism?
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From Hangzhou [wsq003] of the original Post:

The South China Sea is a very troublesome thing, it may drag a drag. First to maintain the status
quo. And other Chinese economic redevelopment a decade or two, even more bargaining chips.

According to this pressure level, but also further development of 20 years? Really should have
pressed the Chinese adult stem it?
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From Guangdong Province, Guangzhou City, [I day] of the original Post:

To learn to make friends, have to improve their selfcultivation. Like attracts like, people in groups, as the
body of this beast, naturally, only Hupenggouyou.

Typical "party system", U.S. support of authoritarian countries like China more than go, look at the history
of the Middle East and Latin American history, the Chinese government recognition of human rights is
imperfect, but always in progress, the U.S. government here in Guantanamo abuse, (Obama vowed to close
the front of the stage immediately and investigation revealed no shadow now), there has advocated human
rights over sovereignty, the United States to the world output of human rights than a lot of bombs and
munitions had! !
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From Canada [thinktwicegood] of the original Post:

U.S. troops in the world, do whatever they want, many wanton war, it heard the voice of who? Today, the
United States is still the gun rack in the front country, the United States give it? China's foreign policy than
the United States is much, at least, when that case, can be carried into the United Nations to the African
brothers, not to mention the United States on several occasions been voted out of the UN Human Rights
Council, the implementation of human rights around the world verbal countries, has not joined the Hague
Convention, how ironic! Who in the South China Sea uproar? Not surprisingly, nothing more than the
territory of the West and the South China Sea in direct conflict countries, the former worry about losing the
real world dominance, the latter can not worry about oil in the South China area wanton

From Jiangsu province [shenqidadao123] of the original Post:

Do not parrot
you really think your African brothers and took it back to the United Nations ah? Look at all those countries
to vote against Australia in Australia, Oceania Bolivia Bolivia, Brazil, South America, Brazil, South America,
Central African Republic Central African Republic, Chad, Africa, Chad, Africa Costa Rica Costa Rica, North
America, Dahomey Dahomey (Benin), Africa, Dominican Republic Dominican Republic, El Salvador El
Salvador North America, North America,
Gabon Gabon, Africa, Gambia Gambia, Africa, Guatemala Guatemala, Haiti, North America, Haiti, North
America,

Honduras Honduras, North America, Ivory Coast Ivory Coast (Cote d'Ivoire), Japan, Africa, Japan, Asia
Khmer Republic Khmer (Cambodia), the Asian Lesotho Lesotho, Africa, Liberia Liberia, Africa,
Madagascar, Madagascar, Malawi, Africa Malawi, Africa, Malta Malta, Europe, New Zealand New Zealand
Oceania Nicaragua Nicaragua, Niger Niger North America, Africa, Paraguay Paraguay, South America
Philippines) Philippines, Asia, Saudi Arabia Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Asia, South Africa, Swaziland, Africa,
Swaziland, Africa United States United States, North America UpperVolta Upper Volta (Burkina Faso),
African Uruguay Uruguay, Venezuela, South America, Venezuela, South America Zaire Zaire [Congo
(Kinshasa)], Africa.
to vote in favor of Albania People's Republic of
Algeria Democratic People's Republic of Myanmar United Bangxi Lan (now Sri Lanka), Republic of Cuba,
Republic of Equatorial Guinea Republic of Guinea, the Republic of Mali Republic of Iraq Islamic Republic
of Mauritania Kingdom of Nepal Islamic Republic of Pakistan People's Democratic Republic of Yemen
People's Republic of the Congo, the Socialist Republic of Romania, the Republic of Sela Le fossa (modern
translation, "Sierra Leone"), the Democratic Republic of Sudan, Democratic Republic of Somalia Syrian Arab
Republic Yemen Arab Republic, United Republic of Tanzania Republic of Zambia, the Socialist Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Austria Republic of Botswana, the Kingdom of Belgium Kingdom of
Bhutan People's Republic of Bulgaria, the Republic of Belarus Republic of Burundi Republic of Cameroon
Federal Republic of Soviet Socialist Republic Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, Canada, Chile Denmark
Arab Republic of Egypt Republic of Ecuador, Ethiopia, Ghana Empire, the Republic of Finland French
Republic Republic of the Hungarian People's Republic of Guyana Republic of Iceland Republic of India
Republic of Iran Israel Italy Republic of Ireland Republic of Kenya, Republic of Kuwait Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya, Malaysia, Laos, the Kingdom of the Federal People's Republic of Mongolia, Morocco, the United
Mexican States Kingdom of the Netherlands Kingdom of Norway Kingdom of the Federal Republic of
Nigeria, the Republic of Peru Republic of the Polish People's Republic of Portugal, the Republic of Senegal
Republic of Rwanda, the Republic of Singapore Kingdom of Sweden, the Republic of Togo Republic of
Trinidad and Tobago Tunisia Turkey, Republic of Uganda Republic of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic Union of Soviet Socialist Republics United Kingdom
76 votes, 35 votes against and 17 abstentions. Against the majority of African countries. Europe, against only
one vote, America's traditional allies in Europe and the U.S. affected countries, basically voted in favor.
Kissinger later recalled: Our situation is very embarrassing. The Soviet Union against each other, we want to
use China to contain the Soviet Union. However, due to Taiwan's face, do not want to betray allies back
infamy. Fortunately, our European allies a good understanding and support our work.
Face due to Taiwan, the United States, China made another into the United Nations program, which allows
the UN, there are two important issues in China. The proposal earlier than the case of two ati agenda into the
voting results of 55 votes to 59 votes with 15 abstentions defeat. Remarkable is the traditional ally of the
United States except Luxembourg, Portugal and Greece, have voted or abstained.
This is based on the Kissinger visit to China, the days of Nixon's visit to China finalized the context of the
international. We can enter the United Nations, that white is the loopholes specifically the Cold War, what
African countries carried into the United Nations, to avoid the bar.

In fact, you said so much, nothing is changed Soviet hegemony in Africa, you said, but from another point
of view that China's diplomacy superb skills, because the "loophole" is precisely the need diplomatic skills!
!
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From Guangdong Province, Guangzhou City, [I day] of the original Post:

To learn to make friends, have to improve their selfcultivation. Like attracts like, people in groups, as the
body of this beast, naturally, only Hupenggouyou.

There are kinds of argument called "flatter"
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Keeping a low profile is the result of the South China Sea islands, Diaoyu Islands, southern Tibet, farther
and farther.
Do not expect a country victim of its own after the leather to a large piece of meat can live in peace with
themselves. When entering the U.S. aircraft carrier in 1996 when the Taiwan Strait, it should realize that

one day the Chinese aircraft carrier cruising in the Pacific.
China's diplomatic system is obviously problematic, but do not expect to establish a more normal if the
Chinese diplomatic institutions will voluntarily accept the imposition of those shackles on himself.
Wanton provocation in the neighboring Asian countries under a more "normal" in China, they are certainly
not envisaged "more tame", but in the national interest to pursue realism, not the moral for those illusory
ceded territory.
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The South China Sea is a very troublesome thing, it may drag a drag. First to maintain the status quo. And
other Chinese economic redevelopment a decade or two, even more bargaining chips.
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So many naked officer, you expect them to really represent your interests.
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"The Communist Party official tabloid" Global Times "(Global Times)." In fact, what is the Communist
Party's official Southern Weekend tabloid
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China's Ruan Gutou foreign policy team are grasping Laodeng rigid view 30 years ago to face the world,
an agent that really bad people.
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Comes home, we complained
it comes to America, most people accused the United States
who talk about the American war on the front line, most people Bu Zhisheng had. The most
fundamental reason is that I do not know who trail the front line to defend, do not grab the gang
to defend the interests of civil sweat?
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From Canada [thinktwicegood] of the original Post:

U.S. troops in the world, do whatever they want, many wanton war, it heard the voice of who? Today, the
United States is still the gun rack in the front country, the United States give it? China's foreign policy than
the United States is much, at least, when that case, can be carried into the United Nations to the African
brothers, not to mention the United States on several occasions been voted out of the UN Human Rights
Council, the implementation of human rights around the world verbal countries, has not joined the Hague
Convention, how ironic! Who in the South China Sea uproar? Not surprisingly, nothing more than the
territory of the West and the South China Sea in direct conflict countries, the former worry about losing the
real world dominance, the latter can not worry about oil in the South China area wanton

Do not parrot
you really think your African brothers and took it back to the United Nations ah? Look at all those
countries to vote against Australia in Australia, Oceania Bolivia Bolivia, Brazil, South America, Brazil,
South America, Central African Republic Central African Republic, Chad, Africa, Chad, Africa Costa Rica
Costa Rica, North America, Dahomey Dahomey (Benin), Africa, Dominican Republic Dominican

Republic, El Salvador El Salvador North America, North America,
Gabon Gabon, Africa, Gambia Gambia, Africa, Guatemala Guatemala, Haiti, North America, Haiti, North
America,
Honduras Honduras, North America, Ivory Coast Ivory Coast (Cote d'Ivoire), Japan, Africa, Japan, Asia
Khmer Republic Khmer (Cambodia), the Asian Lesotho Lesotho, Africa, Liberia Liberia, Africa,
Madagascar, Madagascar, Malawi, Africa Malawi, Africa, Malta Malta, Europe, New Zealand New
Zealand Oceania Nicaragua Nicaragua, Niger Niger North America, Africa, Paraguay Paraguay, South
America Philippines) Philippines, Asia, Saudi Arabia Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Asia, South Africa,
Swaziland, Africa, Swaziland, Africa United States United States, North America UpperVolta Upper Volta
(Burkina Faso), African Uruguay Uruguay, Venezuela, South America, Venezuela, South America Zaire
Zaire [Congo (Kinshasa)], Africa.
to vote in favor of Albania People's Republic of
Algeria Democratic People's Republic of Myanmar United Bangxi Lan (now Sri Lanka), Republic of Cuba,
Republic of Equatorial Guinea Republic of Guinea, the Republic of Mali Republic of Iraq Islamic Republic
of Mauritania Kingdom of Nepal Islamic Republic of Pakistan People's Democratic Republic of Yemen
People's Republic of the Congo, the Socialist Republic of Romania, the Republic of Sela Le fossa (modern
translation, "Sierra Leone"), the Democratic Republic of Sudan, Democratic Republic of Somalia Syrian
Arab Republic Yemen Arab Republic, United Republic of Tanzania Republic of Zambia, the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Austria Republic of Botswana, the Kingdom of Belgium
Kingdom of Bhutan People's Republic of Bulgaria, the Republic of Belarus Republic of Burundi Republic
of Cameroon Federal Republic of Soviet Socialist Republic Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, Canada, Chile
Denmark Arab Republic of Egypt Republic of Ecuador, Ethiopia, Ghana Empire, the Republic of Finland
French Republic Republic of the Hungarian People's Republic of Guyana Republic of Iceland Republic of
India Republic of Iran Israel Italy Republic of Ireland Republic of Kenya, Republic of Kuwait Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya, Malaysia, Laos, the Kingdom of the Federal People's Republic of Mongolia, Morocco, the
United Mexican States Kingdom of the Netherlands Kingdom of Norway Kingdom of the Federal Republic
of Nigeria, the Republic of Peru Republic of the Polish People's Republic of Portugal, the Republic of
Senegal Republic of Rwanda, the Republic of Singapore Kingdom of Sweden, the Republic of Togo
Republic of Trinidad and Tobago Tunisia Turkey, Republic of Uganda Republic of the Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic Union of Soviet Socialist Republics United Kingdom
76 votes, 35 votes against and 17 abstentions. Against the majority of African countries. Europe, against
only one vote, America's traditional allies in Europe and the U.S. affected countries, basically voted in
favor. Kissinger later recalled: Our situation is very embarrassing. The Soviet Union against each other, we
want to use China to contain the Soviet Union. However, due to Taiwan's face, do not want to betray allies
back infamy. Fortunately, our European allies a good understanding and support our work.
Face due to Taiwan, the United States, China made another into the United Nations program, which allows
the UN, there are two important issues in China. The proposal earlier than the case of two ati agenda into
the voting results of 55 votes to 59 votes with 15 abstentions defeat. Remarkable is the traditional ally of
the United States except Luxembourg, Portugal and Greece, have voted or abstained.
This is based on the Kissinger visit to China, the days of Nixon's visit to China finalized the context of the
international. We can enter the United Nations, that white is the loopholes specifically the Cold War, what
African countries carried into the United Nations, to avoid the bar.
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"Beijing has failed to establish a consistent set of regional foreign policy, let alone a global
foreign policy."
We set up a front of people, after a person, money eyes, and consistent manner during the Cold
War foreign policy.
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From Zhongshan City, Guangdong Province [years Yishui Han] of the original Post:

Far from the military's remarks not being tough enough! Jagged man in a lot of expectations.

Want to fight? You go.
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When necessary, to donate to the Myanmar Thailand, Philippines and India school bus ah.
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First, China relied on the main stage of economic ties, so that everyone would make China the money,
although it seems very polite, but this single bond is very fragile.
Second, China's present lack of a moral appeal, that is, values that appeal to people, do not agree with your
idea, so it is difficult to exercise political influence.
Third, cultural identity, Asia, although more modern but still ancient oriental values deeply rooted, it is
probably now we can work to reverse it, revival of cultural traditions increase the affinity of the long term
can increase the recognition of people on Men sense.
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Affairs, such as chess game, putting the enemy aircraft gun, we do not have to tit for tat. National
marathon competition is most of the time the competition, only the lead before the end of (fullscale war)
is when a stroke of desperate effort.
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Neither simple nor easy, but have no time to delay any longer!
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